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From Rustic Writer's Cabin to Tree House Refuge Tales from a Writer's
Retreat
by Nicola Burnell

Firefly B&B's Rustic Cabin and Fern Forest Tree House, Lincoln, Vermont

The definition of "retreat" is to escape a dangerous situation and withdraw to a safe or private place. When
I booked myself into the Firelfy B&B's Rustic Cabin and Fern Forest Tree House in April  I thought I was
giving myself the gift of writing time; honoring a writer's prerogative to be selfish and protective about my
craft.

I had no idea that I was really answering a primal desire for freedom from the all-consuming world of
mothering, working and balancing multiple check books just to get from one end of the week to the other.

If I'd thought of my retreat as a "vacation" I would never had booked it – my writing was my excuse to be
kind to myself.

Who can afford to steal four nights of solitude, with no cell phone reception, sporadic internet and
absolutely NO television? Who can afford not to?

I'm no princess, but when it comes to answering that cry for a "time out", I know enough to listen to what
my body, mind and spirit are telling me. To ignore the suffocating sense of wading through an ocean of
molasses is to invite disaster. We ALL need to take a break, somehow, somewhere, if only for a few days.

Mount Abraham watches over the Firefly B&B Cabin

I chose to flee to the Green Mountains of Vermont, where mud monsters devoured my car and frog spawn
clung to reeds in the fresh pond just feet from the rustic cabin that offered an uninterrupted view of Mount
Abraham.

Armed with my lap top, favorite pillow and blanket, I began editing the second half of the novel I'd
completed in December 2009. The first 50,000 words had taken over a year to edit, but with nothing to
distract me save the occasional scraping of claws on the roof, I declared mission accomplished by the
third and final night at the cabin.

This left me free to relax and fully experience the true nature of an overnight mountain Spring storm.
Banshees howled around the quaking walls as I sipped my Pinot Noir in bed, watching candle flames
direct a ballet of shadows around me.

http://www.fireflybb.com/
http://www.airbnb.com/rooms/5633


Interior of the rustic but comfortable cabin – the perfect writer's retreat.

I was more relaxed than I'd felt in months, vindicated in my fervent desire to escape my life to complete my
second draft, which had begun to haunt me even more than the first draft had done.

Nicola Burnell is the Publisher and a contributing writer for this magazine. She teaches novel writing and

creativity development classes, Reiki and Personal Empowerment workshops. She is a member in Letters

of the National League of American Pen Women.

Nicola is offering her own writing retreats at Casa della Quercia, an historic villa in the region of

Lunigiana, Northern Tuscany, beginning May 2012.

Nicola lives in Harwich with her two sons and several pets. Visit her blog or Email her.

It wasn't until  I arrived at the wooden refuge of the Fern Forest tree house that my true motivation for this writing
retreat revealed itself. It wasn't just about the writing or the editing; this retreat was the perfect artist's date! I
thought of Julia Cameron as my inner child thanked me with warm hugs and a happy dance around the
surprisingly spacious structure nailed securely to four maple trees.

Everything about the tree house said cozy, comfy, snuggle-up-and-read, write or take a nap. I LOVED it!
Perched thirty feet above the forest floor, I could finally see the wood for the trees, and it was beautiful.

The tree house offers a spectacular view from the
futon window seat

I sat on the window seat and marveled at how the trunk of a tree ran right through the middle of the tree house,
from floor to ceiling, less than a foot away from my right arm. I reached out to touch the moss, still damp from
the previous night's storm, and noticed light pouring through the Frank Lloyd Wright stained glass window set
into the door. It was this kind of detail that made the tree house feel so magical.

I was startled the first time a gust of wind moved the tree trunk in a circular motion beside me. But when the
entire structure began to sway and creak, I felt like I was being gently cradled in the boughs of the trees,
supported by the universe itself.

With my editing done, I began writing new scenes for my second draft and soon lost myself in the writing. When
I looked up from my lap top, two hours later, the sun was setting through the window behind me, casting a
glorious glow onto the trees below.

http://www.casadellaquercia.com/
http://nicnovel.blogspot.com/
mailto:nicola@capewomenonline.com


The wall ladder to the sleeping loft looked intimidating, but once I hauled myself heavenward, I discovered a
queen-sized futon made up with flannel sheets and down comforter. There was a definite routine to shuffling
butt to bed, as demonstrated by my host Harrison, who'd built the tree house with his son. After a couple of
glasses of wine, however, this routine was attempted with even more care.

Wall ladder to the sleeping loft with Queen futon and down comforter

Sleeping so close to the roof left little distance between me and the many critters scavenging for food
throughout the night. Once I'd convinced myself they couldn't get into my tree top sanctuary, I let their scratching
lull me into a very deep and sound sleep.

I didn't want to leave the tree house in the morning. I felt so relaxed. Next time, I promised myself, I would
spend all four nights within those gently swaying walls. Because there WILL be a next time. I'm hooked!

My hosts had nurtured me with excellent food and inspiring conversation, welcoming me into their lives with a
graciousness and generosity that recharged my entire system. We exchanged emails and promised to keep in
touch.

As I drove home to the music of Bob Marley, I drank in the mountain views, inhaling a sense of expansion that
left me with a feeling of freedom that I haven't felt in a very long time. My writing retreat had given me so much
more than completed pages and new scenes; it had blessed me with the peace of mind that I was yearning for.

To read more about Nicola's writing retreat and to see additional images of the tree house and rustic cabin visit
her blog.
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